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What to make of the women’s 
ride
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Paceline

  

Probably a lot of the members of the WRCC 
have heard about an innovation sparked by 
Laura Furey, who participated in a women’s 
only ride in North Carolina when she was just 
a pup, and who found it an incredibly positive 
experience for gaining confidence and 
mastering her licks as a rider.  Laura wanted 
to try it here, so we did the first women’s 
ride on May 23, with 14 riders, the second on 
Memorial Day, May 30, with 21 riders, and 
the third on June 6, with 8 riders.

     I’ve heard a few earfuls about the ride, 
some positive, some less so.  A few have 
expressed misgivings about setting up a 
women’s only ride, and several women have 
noted that we’ve never had to change our 
own flats on a ride because there are always 
men willing to do it who are faster and 
better at it than we are.  Lots of people have 
expressed pleasure and surprise that there 
were so many potential riders lurking on 
the periphery of the club who are willing to 
turn out for a women’s ride.  Who are these 
women?  They’re diverse, but many of them 
have male partners who ride with us all the 
time.  Others know people who ride with 
WRCC or have heard of the club through 
triathlon, running, swimming or other 
communities.  A lot of them are connected to 
Purdue.  They vary in age and experience, but 
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Club Officers • 2016
President
Pat Boling 491-1175
Vice President
Andrew Hirsch 463-1132
Secretary
Laura Furey 414-430-0459
Treasurer
Dennis Figueroa 237-7490

Board Members
James Gross 366-4819
Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Tom Moffett 463-6497
Bob Mrzlack 574-583-4699
Dave Smith 497-8918
Ryan Stremke 430-9511

Chair Officers
Membership
Dan Gadbery 497-1135
Wabash River Ride Coordinator
Andrew Hirsch 463-1132
Advocacy
Alfonso Gerbolini 
Mileage Log
Kay Thompson
wrccridelog@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor
Carol Moffett 463-6497
Social Media
Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Webmaster
Dave LeFevre 
dlefevre@gmail.com
Calendar
Skip Eads
skipeads1@gmail.com

Ride Coordinators 
A (19+ mph)
Chris Yeomans 427-7290 
B (17-19 mph)
Kevin Johnson         583-0739
C (15–17 mph)
Pat Boling                 491-1175
D (13–15 mph)
Tom Moffett 463-6497
E (11–13 mph)
Gary Brouillard 742-7794
Novice (less than 11 mph)
Mark Levinthal 497-7155
MTB & Gravel Road
James Gross 366-4819
Touring & Camping
Kevin Luse 870-7808 

Paceline • What to make of the women’s ride 
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M Power Yoga

typically they are riding entry level road bikes without cleats, 
they don’t have bike computers, and they haven’t put in many 
miles on their bikes.  One or two are struggling with brand 
new bikes and knowing how to shift gears and how to tell when 
they’re in the right gear. 
     In short, they’re beginners.  They’ve wondered about riding, 
heard a bit about us, and probably felt a bit intimidated.  They 
didn’t want to go on a ride that was too long, and they didn’t 
want to turn up to the wrong ride on a weekday night or 
weekend, and find themselves unable to keep up.  They weren’t 
sure what they could do, and weren’t sure how much fun the 
whole thing would be.  That said, we are looking at one of the 
biggest cohorts of new riders we’ve had in a long time!  The first 
2 rides went out 26 to Newman, over to Division Road, climbed 
Indian Hill, headed north on Kerber, then another mile on 26 
over to 650 West, north on 650 along the alpaca/llama farm 
up to Montmorenci cemetary, and then returned via Jackson 
Highway, 26 and McCormick Road (the route had to change 
because of construction on River Road).  You get the idea:  a 
short, 23 mile ride that tackles some reasonably steep climbing, 
regroups frequently, and has a leader and a sweep to make sure 
everyone is doing OK and nobody gets left behind.  Here’s the 
astonishing thing: in the first 2 rides, with 35 riders all told, 
only one woman walked her bike up Indian Hill.  Women are 
pushing themselves to do challenging rides, and they’re having 
fun doing it, talking and peddling along in the most social of 
ways. 
     So while some might be skeptical of this ride, seeing it as a 
pink ghetto for women who are too afraid to get out and ride 
with the guys, I see it as a new way to invite people into cycling, 
to help them overcome the intimidation factor that surrounds 
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✺ Pat

Remember your
10% Club Discount at

Hodson’s Bay Company 
on the Levee

Your local source for 
everything cycling & fitness

our sport.  I don’t often think about cycling 
as a masculinized enclave—I’ve ridden bikes 
all my life, and the transition to road biking 
was a pretty seamless one for me.  But when I 
stop to think about the stuff I want to explain 
to these new riders, I realize that dealing with 
a dirty chain (whether to wrestle it back onto 
the front sprocket after it’s fallen off, or to 
lube it) can seem like yucky, dirty, mechanical 
work that might not be in every woman’s 
comfort range (or every man’s for that 
matter).  You have to check your tires every 
time, and know how to use a floor pump.  You 
have to buy the right tube for your tires, and 
carry it around with some appropriate means 
of inflating it.  You have to know how to 
change a tire, which means that you have to 
actually do it sometime.  You are likely to feel 
like people are speaking a foreign language 
when they talk about gear ratios or Dura Ace.  
All of this feels very gendered:  women aren’t 
as likely to be exposed to dirty mechanical 
chores as men, don’t have as many 
conversations about mechanical things, and 
aren’t expected to take on bike maintenance 
chores competently.  Maybe all this adds to 
the intimidation factor that newbies often 
experience when they start to ride with us.  
If you ride with a women’s group, you can 
let your inexperience and intimidation hang 
out a little more.  You can be confident that 
others are feeling the same things you are.  
You can ask questions and not feel foolish. 
     Of course there are some very strong and 
competitive women riders, giving it their 
very best efforts, aiming for Queen of the 
Mountain, aiming to go stronger, faster, 
longer.  Women too can be hammerheads 
and jack up the pace.  I’m not suggesting 
that women are necessarily nice, sweet, 
accommodating, gentle souls (and some 
would remind me that I’m not always such 
a one).  But I think there is something about 
being in a women’s only group that makes 
it easier to try out group riding and to learn 
some of the stuff we all learn as we start out.  
It provides an opportunity for structured, 
scaffolded learning:  a leader plans an 
appropriate route, explains a few things about 
bicycle maintenance, a thing or two about 
riding safely in groups, and off we go.  We 
see other women struggle and get stronger.  

Some of the experienced women model safe, 
considerate riding.  We see women on hybrids 
tackle and master a hard climb.  Everyone 
waits up for the slowest riders.  The leader 
and sweep show us models of kindness and 
encouragement.  An astonishing number stick 
around for a meal and a good conversation 
afterwards and for the camaraderie of this 
new group. 
     Often I’m the only woman on rides that I 
go on.  I don’t call it a “men’s ride” or think 
of it as such; but the women’s only ride is a 
marked case, the exceptional situation that 
people do notice.  I was skeptical of this idea 
when we started, but I’m really glad we’re 
doing this.  I welcome all the new women 
who’ve been riding with the Monday girls’ 
night out gang, and I hope that you will try 
some of the other varied rides we do, and 
feel good about those too.  I challenge all 
of us to get stronger and more competent, 
and to tackle longer, harder rides as we do.  
Some fine night somebody is going to have 
a flat, and we will all get an on-the-road 
demonstration of how to change a tire.  And 
it’ll be fine! 
     Thank yous out to Ryan Stremke for 
designing a poster about the women’s ride, 
Laura Furey, Kathy Schroth, Mindy Paulet, 
and Carol Moffett, who’ve all led or swept 
for this ride, Melissa McCurley and Ryan 
for taking photos and videos of the ride and 
posting them, and all those who’ve turned 
out to give the ride a try.  We hope you’ll keep 
coming back!
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    New Rider Callout
All photos by Brent Russell 
             (except where noted otherwise)

The 2016 New Rider Callout was a great success, and a big thank you goes to 
Dennis for all of his organizarion and hard work.
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continued on page 6
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New Rider Callout
continued from page 5
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continued on page 8
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New Rider Callout
continued from page 7
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The Scosche BoomBottle+ Is A 
Bluetooth Speaker Shaped For 
Travel In A Bike’s Water Bottle 
Cage
 By Christian de Looper Tech Times

Scosche has introduced a new water bottle-shaped 
Bluetooth speaker designed for rugged travel. The 
device is designed to fit most conventional bottle 
cages on bicycles, and is both water- and dust-
resistant.   
     “This rugged beauty includes exceptional 
features like two 50 mm high-quality speakers, 
dual pairing for true stereo sound, switchable 
equalization (EQ) for sound enhancement 
outdoors and a powerful, internal rechargeable 
battery for you to charge your mobile devices 
from the speaker,” says the company on its 
website. 
          The BoomBottle+ is an upgrade to the 
BoomBottle that was released by the company 
a few years ago, and includes a larger battery 
(6,000 mAh) that allows it to be used for 50 
percent longer on a single charge. According to 
the company, the speaker will last for 15 hours on 
a charge. Large front buttons make it easy to skip 
tracks and adjust volume.  
     One of the main advantages to using a speaker 
instead of headphones is the fact that the user can 
stay aware of their surroundings, and will be able 
to hear things like traffic. 

Fun with Bicycle Products

The Mist ‘N Sip bottle provides both drinking and 
misting functions and fits most watter bottle cages 
on bicycles.

Selfy Bar Mount by iLuv – Capture Your Special 
Bicycle Moments in Style

BY WESTON, thegadgetflow.com 

Don’t miss out on any special moment while 
bycycling by clicking those selfy videos on time. 
What you’ll need is the Selfy Bar Mount by iLuv. 
It is an easy to use mount which will clamp to 
your bike’s handlebars and will help you record 
all the action when you’re riding on the road. The 
mount can be used on bicycles and motorcycles 
too. The purpose is to enable you record all the 
incredible moments you experience during your 
bike rides without distracting your rides by any 
chance. The key to the specialty of this mount 
is the slot which holds the shutter at the back 
of the selfy case. You have to slide the shutter 
out, replace it with the main connector and then 
make your selfy case compatible with any selfy 
accessory. Capturing your solo adventures on the 
bike was never this easy.
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Babaali Smart Turn Signal 
Helmet

BY MARK, thegadgetflow.com

Stay safe on the road as you cycle with the 
Babaali Smart Turn Signal Helmet. Designed to 
ensure you’re seen; this helmet is equipped with 
built in LED turn signal indicators. The Babaali 
Helmet is controlled by an easy to use wireless 
remote to provide three turn signal functions. 
With the remote mounted on the handlebar, you 
can alert those around you about your left or right 
turn or whether you’re going straight. Available 
in four color options as well as two sizes to fit 
everyone, the Babaali Helmet and remote can 
be easily swapped to a different bike in just 
moments. Enjoy the freedom of peace of mind as 
you ride knowing the other drivers, pedestrians, 
and cyclists on the road know your intentions.

Bike Spikes
BY MICHAEL, thegadgetflow.com

Innovative bike spikes designed by Cesar van 
Rongen allow people to safely ride their bicycle 
during winter. Simply attach rubber panels with 
spikes to the bicycle tire and enjoy better grip on 
snow and icy roads. Easy to remove and store 
when not in use.Cars have winter tires and snow 
chains, now bicycles have Bike Spikes!

560G Bike Lock by Altor
BY MARK, thegadgetflow.com 

Introducing the 560G Bike Lock by Altor, the 
lightest high security bike lock on the market. 
Weighing just 560 grams as the name suggests 
(just 1.23 pounds), this bike lock is made entirely 
of grade 5 titanium and has held up to rigorous 
testing including a chisel, high heat, freezing, 
sawing, and even a 4-foot bolt cutter (spoiler: 
the 560G won each time). The unique angular 
design of the 560G is comprised of three hinges 
to fit around virtually any region of your bike and 
the item it’s being secured to. It’s also due to to 
these hinges that the 560G can fold neatly and 
compactly to slide into your pocket or bag with 
ease. To lock, you simply press a button so you 
don’t have to fumble with codes or keys. You can 
even pair multiple 560G Bike Locks together to 
extend the length to the security from wheel to 
wheel.

Adventure Cycling Association

Affiations
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Horsey Hundred
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Skip Eads took this photo as he pasted one of the many beautiful sights on the 
Horsey Hundred ride.  Beautiful weather was enjoyed this year as we cycled past 
horse farms, colts, and stone walls.  There were also many rolling hills to be 
enjoyed over this two day event.
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continued on page 14
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Skip spotted this wonderful old fire 
engine in a garage near the first SAG 
stop.

One of the many wonderful horse 
barns we cycled past.
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Skip Eads and his son Ross

Dan, Carol, Pat, Tom, and Kathy start the second day of the Horsey Hundred

Horsey Hundred
continued from page 13
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Pat, Dan, and Kathy do a century

Tom enjoys a rootbeer float, and 
Carol has found a new friend.

continued on page 16
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Horsey Hundred
continued from page 15

Enjoying a little lunch and rest.

One of the beautiful little lanes with stone walls.
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We Will Need YOU!!
It takes an enormous effort to sponsor a cycling event like the 
Wabash River Ride, and for that reason, all WRCC members are 
asked to contribute to making the WRR both memorable and, 
above all, safe, for all participants.

Where we will need volunteers:
•	 Mobile SAG drivers (AM and PM shift)
•	 Traffic Control
•	 Cicott & Carbondale SAG stops•	
•	 Registration - hand out packets
•	 Homebase teardown
•	 Wild card: Willing to do what needs to be done!
If you have detailed questions about various jobs, contact 
Dennis Figueroa (dennishelpme@gmail.com).
Start thinking about what you would like to do to help and 
sign up on signupgenius for a job and the fun time of working 
at the Wabash River Ride.  Thanks.
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Everyone Needs 
to Bake!

One of the signature items 
of the Wabash River Ride 
is our great selection of 
HOME BAKED cookies 
- yum!  Food is a very 
important part of this ride.

Last year, the cookie 
selection was fantastic.  
Let’s do it again in 2016!

Everyone’s help is 
essential.  Please plan 
to bake at least a double 
batch of your favorite 
cookies (usually 6 to 10 
dozen, more if they’re 
small).

You can prepare them a 
few weeks in advance.  
Just throw them in the 
freezer.

More to come in the August 
Newsletter about cookie drop 
off plans.

Wabash River Ride 2016
         Making Plans                                and
       Need Your Help
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June 3-5 was National Bike Travel 
Weekend in celebration of 40 years 
of the Adventure Cycling Association 
that started in 1976 when a group 
of riders (over 4,000) rode across 
America.
For this National Bike Travel 
Weekend, Kevin and Teresa Luse led 
a bike camping trip to Shades State 
Park.   

A big THANK YOU goes out to Kevin and Teresa Luse for a 
well organized weekend camping ride.  

Quite an “Adventure”.

                 Clay Watson 

National Bike Travel Weekend
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The WRCC wishes a great success to Sandy and Craig!

Follow their adventure on the RAAM website or trackleaders.com

The Race Across America, or RAAM, is an ultramarathon bicycle race across the United States 
that started in 1982 as the Great American Bike Race. 
     RAAM is one of the longest annual endurance events in the world. All entrants must prove 
their abilities by competing in any of several qualifying events, completing a course within a 
specified time period. 
     In length the RAAM is comparable to the Tour de France, but the races differ to a great 
extent. The courses of both races have varied over the years. However, in the Race Across 
America, the direction has always been from the west coast to the east coast of the United 
States, approximately 3,000 miles (4,800 km), making it a transcontinental event. More 
importantly, the race has no stages, i.e., it is in principle a nonstop event from start to finish, 
with the fastest competitors needing slightly over a week to complete the course. By contrast, 
the Tour de France features a different route each year (alternating between clockwise and 
counterclockwise circuits around France) and is about 2,300 miles long; the distance is 
divided into individual daily stages spread over the course of about 3 weeks and contested at 
much higher speeds.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Race Across America - RAAM

Go Sandy & Craig!



Name  Date

Address

City State Zip

Telephone (               ) Occupation

E-mail

Other family members joining*

*Minors (under 18 years) must be accompanied by a parent/guardian on all activities.

WRCC Membership Form

Type of Membership
❏ Student .................... $15
❏ Individual ................$20
❏ Family ......................  $25

Average Speed
❏ 19–21+ ..........................A
❏ 17–19 ............................. B
❏ 15–17 ............................ C
❏ 13–15 ............................ D
❏ 11–13 ..............................E
❏ 11 & under .......Novice

Cycling Type
❏ Road
❏ Touring
❏ Commuting
❏ Mountain
❏ Racing

❏ Renewal
❏ Same address
❏ New Member

T-Shirt Size
❏ Small
❏ Medium
❏ Large
❏ XLarge
❏ XXLarge

1. Return form & dues to:
Wabash River Cycle Club
P.O. Box 1243
Lafayette, IN 47902-1243

2. You may also pay your 
dues conveniently and  
securely with PayPal at 
the WRCC Web site:  
www.wrcc-in.org

❏ I am willing to lead rides.
Are you a member of Bicycle Indiana? Yes ❏  No ❏
May we publish your name in our directory? Yes ❏  No ❏

Check all
that apply.

✂

Thanks again to Dave Bowden for our wonderful banner.

http://www.wrcc-in.org

